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Writsy Business





Have you filed a writ?



How Do We Shape the 

Law?

Litigate!

Preserve the issues!

Coordinate!

and then, if you lose,

appeal!



➢ Review provides “psychological cover:”

The “correction of an error in a given case fosters

an environment in which fewer errors are 

committed in the first instance.”

➢ Like appeals, writs provide guidance and

boundaries for police, prosecutors, judges, and

defense attorneys

➢ Like appeals, writs push secretive juvenile court

proceedings into the light!

What does it get us?



More Importantly

➢ Writs allow you to put the blame on someone

else (for once, the focus isn’t on your client

breaking the law)!

➢ Unlike appeals, writs can (sometimes) provide

faster relief.

➢ Writ practice shifts the power to your client!



More Importantly

➢ Collaborating with colleagues builds lasting and

powerful relationships that enhance your practice

and raise morale

➢ Writs may provide a path to appeal when other

paths don’t exist

➢ Culture of vigorous practice ensures justice and

fairness for everyone!!

➢ We  win more often than adult criminal

defendants!



Professional Obligation?

National Juvenile Defense Standards
3.9 Request Rehearing and/or Appeal Detention 
Decision

In jurisdictions where there is a statutory or rule-based 
right to challenge detention decisions, counsel must 
advise the client about that right.

a. Counsel must have a strong working knowledge of
the procedures and timing for requesting a rehearing
or filing an appeal, as well as an awareness of rules
limiting the amount of time youth may be detained in
pre-trial placements;

b. Counsel must file motions to reconsider the level of
detention while a rehearing or an appeal is pending;
and

c. Counsel must work with the client to keep the client
informed about detention appeals and rehearing
decisions and continue to advocate for the client’s
expressed interest on the matter.



Professional Obligation?

National Juvenile Defense Standards

3.9 Request Rehearing and/or Appeal Detention 

Decision

Commentary:

Whether through a request for a 

rehearing, a motion to 

reconsider, a direct appeal, or a 

writ of habeas corpus, counsel 

should zealously challenge 

detention decisions(!!!) 



Professional Obligation?

National Juvenile Defense Standards

4.11 Obligations Regarding Interlocutory or Collateral 

Review, Writs, and Stays

In jurisdictions where rulings of the court may be 

appealed prior to a final order, counsel should 

strategically pursue interlocutory appeals and collateral 

reviews of rulings adverse to the client.

a. Counsel must be versed in court rules and procedure, 

state statutes, and case law regarding such reviews;

b. When the client has received an adverse ruling that 

counsel feels is legally incorrect or when the court has 

acted improperly, counsel should pursue review of that 

decision. To prepare for the interlocutory or collateral 

review, counsel must request a partial transcript, file a 

petition for leave, and when necessary, request a stay 

(e.g., if the request will be moot without a stay); and



Professional Obligation?

National Juvenile Defense Standards

4.11 Obligations Regarding Interlocutory or Collateral 

Review, Writs, and Stays

c. When all other remedies have been exhausted,

counsel may consider filing a writ of habeas corpus

to challenge the client’s illegal imprisonment or

detention at any relevant point during the

proceeding.



Why now?

The goal of the juvenile justice 

system is “to hide youthful errors 

from the full gaze of the public 

and bury them in the graveyard 

of the forgotten past.” In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1,  24.



Why now?

There are more collateral

consequences than ever that

often extend into adulthood

(DNA collection, sentencing

enhancements, and sex

offender registration and

notification).



Why now?

 The Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention estimated

that 1.7 million juvenile delinquency

cases were processed in 2007 and

more than 81,000 children were held

in juvenile facilities across the

country in 2008.
U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 

Delinquency Cases in Juvenile Court, 2007, available at https://ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/ojjdp/230168.pdf



Why now?

Children are fairness

fanatics—they “are

moralistic and intolerant

of anything that seems

unfair.”

 Marty Beyer, Juvenile Boot Camps Don’t Make Sense, Criminal Justice, 10, 4. (1996), 

http://www.martybeyer.com/content/juvenile-boot-camps-dont-make-sense

http://www.martybeyer.com/content/juvenile-boot-camps-dont-make-sense


Why now?

Children are resistant to

the rehabilitative efforts of

the juvenile court if they

perceive the juvenile

justice system to be unjust

and unfair.  Gault at 26!!!!



Why now?

Writ practice provides a

child the opportunity to

at least fight for fairness

and justice



Tool 
or 
Weapon?



WRITS: 

WHAT ARE THEY AND WHAT ARE 

THEY GOOD FOR?

HINT: ABSOLUTELY SOMETHING!
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What’s a Writ?

Writs are known 

as “Prerogative 

Writs”

WHY? 



What are the most 

common writs?

1. Quo Warranto

2. Certiorari

3. Habeas Corpus

4. Mandamus

5. Prohibition



What are less common 

writs?

1. Procedendo

2. Coram Nobis

3. Coram Vobis

4. King’s Bench Warrant

5. ??



Quo Warranto

 “By what authority?”

 A writ of quo warranto is not a petition, but a 

notice of demand, issued by a demandant, 

to a respondent claiming some delegated 

power

 Quo warranto originated in English common 

law as a process initiated by the crown to 

find out whether a person was legitimately 

exercising a privilege or office granted by the 

crown, or whether the person was instead 

intruding into a royal prerogative.



Certiorari

 “Writ of Review”

 Could be what an appeal is called, 

especially and appeal to your state’s 

highest court

 And especially if there are no 

intermediate courts of appeals e.g. NH 

and WV

 Or if, like VA, there is no appeal of right 

and all appeals are discretionary



Habeas Corpus

“that you have the body”

Illegal detention 

Filed against the custodian

Is a procedural remedy 

against detention prohibited 

by law



Mandamus

 Clear legal duty 

(to do a thing or to refrain form 

doing a thing)

 Failure to meet that duty

The duty holder is generally an 

entity, i.e. a subordinate court, a 

governmental agency, or public 

authority



Prohibition

 Order directing a subordinate court 

not to exercise jurisdiction in a case

Also possibly used to invalidate 

the action of a court acting 

without authority

 Alleges that a court is without 

authority to exercise jurisdiction, 

therefore must not act
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Procedendo

Order from higher court 

to subordinate court

“proceed to 

judgment”



Coram Nobis

 “Writ of Error”

Order from higher court instructing lower 

court to correct an error, outside the 

record of the court’s judgment, which, if 

known would have changed the 

outcome

Historically, a motion for new trial

May have been replaced by post-

conviction proceedings

May exist as an additional remedy to 

PC



Coram Nobis cont’d

 “Writ of Error”

Can be limited by statute, e.g. was a plea 

subjectively KIV? 

Generally for person not on probation or 

parole and not incarcerated

Standard of review e.g.? Grant/ denial of 

Coram Nobis=abuse of discretion. Legal/ 

factual determinations=de novo. Burden on 

petitioner to overcome presumption of 

regularity



Coram Vobis 
(or even 
Coram Vojbis)

 Basically same  as 

Coram Nobis only 

fancier



King’s Bench Writ

 Extraordinary jurisdiction (ish)

 extraordinary allows supreme court to review a 

matter that is pending in any lower court at 

any stage

 King’s Bench power may be exercised when 
no matter is pending & allows courts to 

address an issue of immediate public 

importance

 Based on English common law

 Gives Supreme Court the authority to supervise 

and administer the judiciary



Other Writs?



Considerations/ Strategery

 What’s your theory?

 What do you want?

 When do you want it?

 Against whom?

 In what court?

 Who represents the named party?

 What are the filing requirements?

 Aff. of no prior actions?

 Aff. of Indigency?

 Conditions precedent?

 Standard of review?

 Parties’ familiarity with process?



Writ practice 

can  be like…



Strategic Considerations?

Pros

Cons



Louisiana Writ Practice



Elevating Juvenile Defense in Louisiana



writs writs writs & more writs



Never writ(e) alone
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Orleans Parish Writ Practice





APPEALS AND WRIT APPLICATIONS

 LCCR attorneys are responsible for 
representing their clients zealously 
and skillfully in every forum where 
their clients’ rights and interests 
must be vindicated.  The skills that 
are associated with excellent 
appellate work – knowledge of the 
law, skill and creativity in applying 
the law, and strong writing and oral 
advocacy – are essential elements 
of all good defense lawyering.

 Attorneys must be familiar with the 
law and practice concerning the 
taking and filing of appeals and 
applications for writs.  This includes 
familiarity with applicable Louisiana 
Supreme Court rules; Uniform 
Appellate Rules; and local rules in 
the relevant Circuit Court of 
Appeal.  In filing appeals and writ 
applications, attorneys must 
carefully comply with all applicable 
court rules.

WRIT APPLICATIONS

 Writ applications are an integral aspect of LCCR’s 
advocacy.  Attorneys should seek relief from higher 
courts through writ applications wherever client 
needs suggest that writs would be appropriate.  

 When seeking writs, attorneys must carefully consider 
whether to request a stay from the trial court; must 
advocate for a stay, where a stay is appropriate; 
and must advocate for a return date that allows 
sufficient time to file a high-quality writ application.  
As a rule of thumb, a stay is always appropriate 
where the writ is sought from a trial court’s decision 
to remand a client.

 Attorneys must comply with all procedural rules 
relating to applications for supervisory writs, including 
timely announcing an intention to seek writs; 
obtaining return dates; requesting stays; and 
complying with the formal requirements of the 
higher courts.

 In writing writ applications, attorneys are held to the 
same standards governing their performance in 
filings before the lower courts.  Writ applications must 
be thoughtfully planned; thoroughly researched; 
clearly structured; compellingly written; carefully 
edited and proof-read; accompanied by all 
necessary supporting exhibits; and timely filed.

 Whenever a LCCR client is held in contempt of 
court and placed in custody, that client’s attorney 
must ordinarily seek expedited relief via writ 
application, absent the informed direction of the 
client not to seek such relief.  



Winner Writs? 

Location of 

Detention Proper service



Examples of Recent Writs

 Judicial modification of 
dispositions

Status offense procedure 
including detention 
(habeas)

Judicial interference with 
right to counsel

Contempt procedure 

Allotment 



Finding the Time

- Email listservs

- Use interns!

- Even save up issues

for them to

research

- Use motions

- Partner with another

office

- Get a fellow

- Talk to appellate

offices/ attorneys



What are some 

potential appellate 

issues you see in your 

cases?



Considerations/ Strategery

 What’s your theory?

 What do you want?

 When do you want it?

 Against whom?

 In what court?

 Who represents the named party?

 What are the filing requirements?

 Aff. of no prior actions?

 Aff. of Indigency?

 Conditions precedent?

 Standard of review?

 Parties’ familiarity with process?



What if all of this Fails?



What if all of this Fails?



Forgive Yourself Without Becoming 

Complacent; Dream Without 

Becoming Discouraged.

-Jonathan Rapping, President and Founder,

Gideon's Promise



You can do it!!




